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CliAPTER . l · 
. INTRODUCTION 
' ' ' 
Est~ma.tes of commercial fisheries c·atch are needed to provide pre-·· 
cise.determina.tiori of the:anriual harvest and economic va.ltie·of.inland, 
'.· .. commercial fisheries.. llat'vest and catch stat'istics are useful in esti- .• 
. , :. mating rl:!,tes of e:Kploitatiort, size of narvestable stock, and relative 
' . . 
.·. __ populati~n ConipOSitiO~. Ac,~i,trate and.precise hai-vest estimation pro-·. 
. . ' 
cedures are ·there'£ ore valuable ·t~ols £or fishe:ries resourc~ management. ·· 
In. Oklahoma., all past tollllll¢r~ial harvest da.ta were obtained .from 
mandatary reports by cotiunercial fisherm~n of their annual harvest 
(Jdn~s, l96lfElkiri, 19S9; andHouse,r,.·J9s7); llouser (195.7) fished 
comiit,ercial gear experimentally w~ile studying ·the_ Lake Texoma fishery.. 
. ' ' 
Hise~peti:inental fishing·yielded catchra.tes.simi1ar to those.reported 
_by the commercial' fishermen. 
·. '' Work~rs in other 'inla;nd ,commercial. fi.sherie·S have. used variations 
,. • ' • • ··,'· r ; ·' : •• •• •• : •• • • • • 
·of. the quest~onnaire me·~hod ~o determine -- tdtal harves,t. - In Kentucky, 
Rertak.er and Carter (1967) obtained .yearly catqh figures by mailing 
que·stionnaires t~ comme-rcial. 1.icense holde;rs, . They interviewed five 
peice~t\of th~ nonrespondents.and' expanded theca.t;ch -of the interviewed 
sa,mple .· o/ 1.fonrespondents, to. obtai.n. the: tot~l cat~h of the nonrespon" ·. 
• • • • ••• >, •• • : •• '. 
dent1:1.' They·:added the tw;o figures tpgether to obt'atn annual hi:irvest 
. figures:· Carter (1961): i:rtt;~rv;tewed 20 percent of the licensed '.Kentucky 
C0$lerC{al fishe:t.11\en and expanded the i~tervi.ew data to obtain art . : 
2 
. . . . . ' . 
estitjiate of i959 harvest~ Lambou ·(1965) estimated the annual :comth~t:_, .. 
- . - . ' . 
cial harv~~t lh the At¢hafafaya Ba~in Floodway ·i~ -~ouisi.ana by'-expand.-
. . . . . ~. 
Ei.ght~en ari~ S:'iX tentha:of the,, coimnercial·.licenSe 
. -~ ,, . . 
;ing interview.·data. 
holders·. were ·systemati'cally ·s:ampled by interview me·thod-s •. ·. The_ lic-ensed 
commercial fishermen's landing; we-re 'then estimated using; a simple ex;-
pansion -estimate as described by· c'ochran (1963: 165) •. · Lambou (1965) 
. . . . . . . ~ . .'. 
interviewed 1.4 percent of the nonlic:en~ed comme.rcial fishermen who had 
: a comr~ercial fishing .. boat licen~e~ and e~t~ma.ted the~r catch by the . 
' . ~ . 
s·ame technique as f~r the -licensed/ fishermen;·· Estimates of coiillllercial 
. . " .. 
ha;vest of. fishermen without eithe:r a conunerciar- f~shing boat license 
or aconunercial fishing license,were ·attain~d,by asstiniingthat the 
. . . . 
. . ~- . . 
average catches .of licensed arid ;unlicensed fishermen were ,e·quaL· These 
estimates were checked by sampling systemat,ically.,with q\le,stionnaire . 
- - . 
me'thods 24. 6 percent of the, wholesale Jish dealers• from the parishe·s .in 
the vicinity ot' the Atbh-afalaya B~si~ Floodway .. · The total pounds.· df 
.. · ... •fish they b;ught .from .commercial ·tLshermen were. then est i~ted as . _ . v. _ 
before.. Bry;n arid. White ·(1959) oJ:>tained catch figures oLthe cbliuner-:: ·' 
. cial. fishe:ry of the :T ~ .V; · A.,<'.-:'Lakes of AJ.abama by personal·. contacts with 
· fishermen. Mqst of the iriformati.~n. given by fishermen was from m.enfory, 
.· ' ..... ··::-_ ..... · 
and only· JLrt a few cases were :records -used,.·· 
' ,: . : .. 
In some.state fisheries; complete harvest figures are.obtained by . ·~ . . . . . . .. 
direct. census: •. Hill (1968) reports that conunerc.ial fisherrtlen in North. 
. . 
• D~kota reservoirs keep ·complete haryeS't ,recOrds of ~11 l~ndings' and . 
no fish are ~hipp~d to niarke·t until check~d. by the :state commercial' 
f ishe,r;. super:isor ~ •. Sullivan and<Warnick (1968) report that ··in South·. 
Dakota the fish,dy is operated on ·a con.tr-act basis .. · T.he state employs 




. gu~~arit:e~~ El:ipe~~fied pr:i;ce, for th¢ir landings ~p that accurate 
·:·'c" • 
. record$ o:f h~rvest .~re kept~ 
. Fre.shwater commerctal fisher•Ie's catch figures have etherefore' 
_- ustially '- been . obtained by questiont1a.ire met~ods .rather than from, extrap- . 
olaticms of· samplirig dat~' d~rive'd: f!'o¥ direc~ observation of the fish-. 
ermen 's catch~ The accuracy of catch statistics: derived. from fishe'r- -
.·' . ' . ,· . . .. ·. ··, , ...... ·. . . . . . .- •, . ··. 
men's :report's ~ill depend UpOJlth~ 'accuracy of the fishermen Is records 
and the>~uuns~e;s of· the f-~sherII1en to cooper at~. 
QiJesJionn~ire surveys do not 8:arop~~ adual harve~f,. only the . 
.... '{eport;ed ,ha~vest .·.-· An inexp:nsivi,·accu~ate /statistical method '.hased on . 
. . ,. . . . 
: s~m.pl~~ of the_ actual harvest could "be- used to veri£Y_the · est·iinates 
based on .qu:~stionnaire dElt~, and' -to malce lndepend~nt; initi,al ~stima~es. 
Thre~ sµch e'st.iniates and a questionti~ir.e ~ensµs ·were :u·sti!d to' e.stimate -
the colllltt~rcial. .fisheries. cat6h~1ti'Okl~homa from July, 1967; -through.-
.. · . - . ; . . ·: .. 
June j 1968 .. The purpose of this: ~A~d·{ was' h, determine wh.kh of these -
~sfi.µw.t:ors ·. is. the best usable ·estimator· in situations· as existed in the -
dklah~ni~ conm1erc ial f ishet;y ~ .. . - -. . . . .. 
. . ·. . .· ·: . . 
Samples of the :Okl~homa coinmerctai fishery: harvest, d;uring the 
project• .year were taken on the. four. l~;g~ Okl~t}~ma. impo~ndments, from-_ 
which 0 s·o ~~rcent of the state's comme;cial harvest is landed; The 
.. sampl:(ng univei"se consisted of fol.lr -p~pulS:tions. -. Each popufatio'f1 was 
. JJ1e ~onnne'.r~iaf har~~st ·of 'a iake: ·••··- The _four' lakes were ·str.atified by:' 
month .in o,rc;le:i:· to malce .moritht;v, est:i.Illates_ari4 to {ncr~a:se th.e pr¢cision .. 
· ..... 
- _. _of rih~·: ~i{iµiat:~s. ·: The. thre-e -¢stiinat:es used ,include t¥76 :tB;t,io is:t_i . .;; > 
. , ·. ~ . · .. ' ... 
. ·. . . . .: 
. ma tors· '(R~J: ,1968: 85-98.;· C?c:hran:·.· .. l.963: 154-:-186}-which use{ :fish{ng. ef-'• -_- . 
. >tort as ~uxHiary '.inforinat:i.o~,. and a:. Simple expansion est:imatOt 
··(cot~~an,;T963 :165) .·.based· on average c;:itch per fisherma~ ;trip. 
In order to determine the best estimator of the total annual· 
catch in this fishery, it was necessary to analyze the mean square 
error, as described by Cochran (1963:15) and Raj (1968:29,89) of the 
three estimates. The mean square -error of the estimator q;, which 
estimates the parameter ¢, is de'f:i..ned (Cochran, 1963: ;L5) as the _'varii-
ance of f/J plus the square of the bias; that is, 
M.S.E, (¢) = E (¢ - -~>2 
= -E [¢ - El(~)]2 + [E(¢) - -¢]2 
' 2 = (variance of@)+ (bias) , 
where E ({/;) means the expected value of :{f;-. There.fore, the mean square 
error is a measure of precision and accuracy. 
4 
Accuracy is measured by the bias in that it is a measure of the 
size of the deviations from the value one wants to estimate. In this 
case this is the actual total catch, a paramenter.or a fixed character-
istic of the harvest dm;:ing the sampling year. Precision refers to the 
size of deviations from the value that is really being estimated. The 
estimated total catch would vary from sample to sample if more than one 
sample of the complete population were taken at a given time interval. 
In this case ·precision, therefore, refers to the variance of the ·esti-
mated total catch. 
The precision will be estimated by procedures ·given by Cochran· 
(1963;89-173) for estimating the variances of the estimators used. 
The accuracy of the estimates will be determined by comparison with the 
questionnaire census, by e·stimating the approximate -bias of the ratio 
estimates, and hy -using various empirical information obt~ined during 
the ·study such as the relative accuracy of the auxiliary information 
5 
used in the two ratio estimates. 
Determination of samplirtg procedure ·and allocation of sample size 
are impor~ant when designing an estimat,ion p:i::.ocedure. the sampling 
procedure ,used, includirtg stratificatiort of the populations and -the al-
locations of sample size, will be de·scribed and analyz.ed in order to 
determine which methods are practical enough to use and still achieve a 
reduction in variance thus irtcreasing the precision of the estimate. 
The estimated catch, as determined by the estimators described above, 
will be used to describe the current -Oklahoma connnercial fishery. 
CHAP'lrn:~ n 
ME?iion.s 
All· data:· :f-or the .Project were co·lleet,ed b,y ·Oklahoma· Departll)ent of 
W:U.d:life Cons·e·rvati9n bio.logis.ts. The identity of all commercial 
fishermen fishing o,n a givefi! lalc<e was obtained from commercial fishing 
liie~nse re~o¥"~s i,i\ll!:ce · q©l,llfi'!et~ial fishermen are required by Oklahoma law 
to state th·e name ef the la-ke they will fish when obtaining the license: 
Fi©ld biol©.gJsts eontaG:t·ed each fisherman personally at the· end of each 
mo11'1lth Sl't'llli! o]Htained a, teport of the amount of effort. each fisherlll&n ex-
pended du:ring the ptoceedi.ng month, At this time t:he field biologist 
also t•o@k a ,qu:eis,t:ionna&t'e census of each of the fishermen's catches. 
Sometimes the fia:hermen mailed in their catch and effort reports but 
usually this informatic;i,n was obtained by interviews with the fishermen. 
A random sample of fishermen was chosen and arrangements were made 
t:o meet these fishermen ori sampling days. The field'biologist met·and 
accompanied the fisherma.n while he harvested his catch. As the fisher-
man picked fish from the net the field biologist measured and weighed 
e~ch fish and recorded these data. During windy weather, wave action 
made the weightng of fish ... imptactical so only length data were taken. 
Jin everystrata 1 however. at least 30 individuals of each species were 
weighed so that weights could be ealc;:ulated for unweighed fish. The 
Held biologist aho recorded the number of feet of net used 
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.7 
and the humber of days that the net had been fished since fish were 
last removed from it. 
The field data were then turned over to the Oklahoma Cooperative 
Fishery Unit for analysis. All sampled data and reported effort data 
were coded and transferred to computer cards. Fortran computer pro-
grams were written to estimate the total harvest and harvest per effort 
by three different methods. Other programs were prepared to estimate 
the harvest of each species, the variation of the catch between and 
within strata, and the weights of fish of known lengths that were not 
weighed. IBM 7040 and System/360 Model 50 computers at the Oklahoma 
State University Computer Genter were utilized to make the necessary 
computations. 
Weight Estimation of Individual Fish 
When windy weather made weighing of individual fish impossible in 
the field only length measurements were taken. In every strata at 
least 30 individuals of each species were weighed and measured so 
that. accurate weights could be calculated for the unweighed individ-
uals. 
b In order to estimate weights the relation W = c L was assumed 
where W = weight, band care constants, and L = length. The method 
of least squares (Steele and Torrie, 1960:167-162) was used for esti-
mating .the linear regression of log W on log L (in terms of natural 
logarithms) for each species based on the thirty or more individuals 
for which both weight and length were recorded. The egtimated slope 
and the antilog of the estimated intercept were the estimates of the 
constants band c, respectively, for the given species. 
Fortran IV programs were written to estimate the above variables 
and to calculate the weight for all possible lengths in one tenth inch 
increments. Coding personnel then obtained weights from computer out-
put for fish that were not weighed. The information was then punched 
on the data cards that were used to estimate harvest parameters. 
Sampling Procedure 
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The populations sampled were the cormnercial fisheries catches on 
Texoma, Grand, Eufaula, and Fort Gibson reservoirs (Table I). These 
reservoirs were chosen because 83. 7 percent of the total cormnercial har-
vest, as determined by a 1966 questionnaire census, came from these 
reservoirs. The remaining harvest came from nine other Oklahoma reser-
voirs, most of which were small private bodies of water such as city 
water supply reservoirs. Lake Texoma was included in sampling because 
it was estimated that over 50 peq::ent of the total Oklahoma commer-
cial fishery harvest came from this impoundment (Jones, 1961). Eufaula 
was included because the second largest group of fishermen (thirteen) 
were concentrated on this lake. Lakes Grand and Fort Gibson were 
i;;ampled because these lakes historically contributed significantly to 
Oklahoma 1 s commerci13:l fishery harvest (Elkin, 1959; Jones, 1961). 
A stratified random sampling procedure was used to estimate the 
catch on each reservoir. A simple random sample was taken separately 
for each reservoir within each of 12 nonoverlapping monthly strata. 
Before purchasing a cormnercial fishing license each fisherman was 
required to specify on what lake he planned to fish. All fishermen who 
could legally contribute landings to a given stratum within a popu-
lation were known. These fishermen were contacted and asked if they 
TABLE I 
CHARACTERISTICS OF OKLAHOMA RESERVOIRS WITH A MAJOR COMMERCIAL FISHERY 
Years Miles 
Old in Surface Shore Volume 
Lake 196T Acres Line Location Acre Feet·· Rivers Dammed 
Texoma 23 93~080 580 S. Central Oklahoma 3,024,900 Red, Washita 
Eufaula 2 102,500 600 E. Central Oklahoma 2,378,000 Deepfork, Canadian 
Grand 26 46,400 1,300 N. E. Oklahoma 1;643,000 Neosho 
Fort Gibson 14 19,100 225 N. E. Oklahoma 365,000 Neosho 
I.D 
10 
would be fishing during the coming month. A saif!ple of the required size 
was then chosen from the list of fishermen on each reservoir by use of 
a random numbers table. The chosen fishermen were contacted to arrange 
a mutually convenient day for the fishermen and the field personnel to 
go out together. The fisherman trip was the sampled unit. Pounds 
harvested and effort expended as net length and time fished were the 
measurements made. 
Nonconformaties did occur. Occasionally a fisherman would say he 
would not he fishing and would fish, or one would say that he would 
be fishing in a given month and would not fish. Sometimes the fisher-
man and fi.eld biologist would agree upon a sampling date within the 
month but the fisherman, due to illness, personal reasons,· or bad 
weather, would not show up on the arranged day and place. In such a 
case the field biologist tried to find another fisherman going out that 
day or returned without sampling. On days when two pe:t:"sons were avail-
able and were using the same transportation, two fishermen were sampled 
on the same day. In general, the procedure was for field biologists to 
meet with the fisherman, go out in the fisherman's boat with him, and 
record the length and weight of each fish as the commercial fisherman 
removed the catch from the net. 
This sampling procedure therefore sampled fishermen trips in that 
the complete 1monthly catch of a sampled fisherman was not measured, 
only the complete catch of a single fisherman day or trip or raise was 
sampled. However, fishermen trips were not chosen randomly, only 
fishermen. In order to have chosen fishermen trips randomly, each 
fisherman on each lake would have to have known a month in advance each 
day he would fish in the coming month. The investigator feels, 
11 
however, that chosing the fishermen randomly and the more or less 
arbitrary selection of th~ sampling .day upon agreement between the 
field biologist and fishermen resulted in a sufficient random selection 
of fishermen trips. 
The randomization procedure was further violated on Lake Texoma 
due to a noncooperative group of four to six fishermen who would not 
agree to letting .their catch be sampled. Such fishermen were thus ex-
cluded from the samples. 
Allocation of Sample Size 
The total number of samples taken during the project year.:was 
determined by available resources. In order to achieve optimum al-
location of samples to strata (Cochran, 1963:95-97) a reasonable idea 
of the values of the intrastratum variance must 'be known. No previous 
studies of the fishery included sampling the actual catch so that no 
reasonable idea of these quantities was available. Past numbers of 
fishermen, effort expended, and reported harvest were known and found 
by inspection to be positively related, However, as described pre-
viously, the numbers ,of fishermen fishing on a stratum.were known in 
advance so that sample size was then allocated proportional to numbers 
of fishermen, Cochran (1963:102) believes that on a practical basis 
the precision gained by optimum allocation may not be worth the expense, 
and that the simplicity and self weighting features of proportional al-
location are worth a 10 to 20 percent increase in variance. The in-
vestigator therefore felt that allocation of sample size proportional 
to fishermen numbers, which was known to be related to effort and har-
vest in past studies, was a usable procedure. 
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Allocation proportional to fishermen numbe~s was not strictly 
followed because of field difficulties. No samples were. taken on _Lake 
Texoma during January because field personnel were not available. 
Grand Lake was closed to commercial fishing during April by an act of 
the state legislature. During windy months fewer samples were taken 
than aUocated because roughwater made the prediction of possible fish-
ing days impossible. During some months extra help was available ·so 
that more samples were taken than were allocated. 
Analysis of numbers of fishermen trips actually sampled (Table II) 
show that on Lake Texoma sampling fractions for the various strata 
ra:p.ged from two to seven percent and that three percent of the total 
number of fishermen trips during the project year were ·sampled. On 
Lake Eufaula four percent of the total fishermen trips fished were 
sampled with the sampling fraction of the separate strata ranging from 
two to l3 · percenc .; ,Thirteen: percent of the fishermen trips were 
sampled on Lake Fort Gibson with sampling fractions ranging from four 
percent to 40 percent. Ten percent of the fishermen trips were sampled 
on Lake G:rand with sampling fractions on the various strata ranging 
from five percent to 17 percent. 
Measures of Effort 
Measures .of effort were. developed to obtain estimate~ of. the total 
harvest and to describe certain parameters of the fishery. The two 
meas·ure·s ·used were fishermen trips or 11 raises" and net nights. 
A fisherman trip refers to the effort expended 1by a fisherman dur-
ing the period he harvests fish from his. nets. This measure may also be 
referred to as a raise or net raise. Catch per raise or catch per 
TABLE II 
SAMPLING'FRACTIONS, NEYMAN SAMPLE SIZE, AND ACTUAL SAMPLE SIZE OF FISHERMEN TRIPS SAMPLED 
Lake Texoma Lake Eufaula Lake Fort Gibson Lake Grand 
Sample Allocation Sample Allocation Sample Allocation Sample Allocation 
Stratum Fraction Ne~an Actual Fraction Neyman Actual· Fraction Neyman Actual Fraction Ne~an Actual 
1 ----. -- -- .031 1 2 .200 3 4 ,118 I 4 
2 .026 10 8 .068 1 5 .087 2 2 .056 1 2 
3 .033 16 10 .076 4 6 .040 4 2 .174 4 4 
4 .021 27 12 .133 6 6 .400 4 4 
5 .027 32 16 .019 5 4 .097. 0 1 .174 4 3 
6 .030 12 10 .035 3 5. .053 0 1 .132 2 4 
7 .077 3 12 .046 1 5 .167 5 4 .075 3 3 
8 .056 1 12 .154 7 6 .075 5 3 .125 2 5 
9 .040 6 14 .026 11 6 .104 10 6 .087 15 6 
10 .030 2 8 .045 4 7 .294 12 9 .082 9 8 
11 • 026 4 6 .034 14 6.·. .125 2 4 • _o7 5 . 5 6 




. . ~ 
given figherina11v1hen he went fi:shing .. The length ofnet and' petJod t.h~ 
' ' 
net was .fished are two. sources. of vati:atio~ whlch are uriacc~unted for 
iri this ineasute. · 
. . . . . . ..-.;. ·. :'.,' ·' .. · .. ·-... ·. ·. . . 
· .. A net night is· one foot of net fished : f~r a 24 1:iotii· period so ·that · 
. net leng.th and· fishing period is adj~stecl fotJn the ilieasuri. 'Harvesf 
per net night is the number of p~q?ds •ca~~ht per 24 ~ours .j>e~·.httn:ared :/ . 
:feet .of net. All nets were appr9ximately · (he same width (six feet)\ 
... Effort figures. were··obt~fo~ct·by iil~ervi.ewing, rishe.rmen, Each 
. ~ . .· 
. . . .. · . . 
fishernuui fishing on a giye•n stratum :was'. contacted at the end 
. . . . . .· '.· ....... · 
·O:t ·each 
month and. .was a.sked the.· number ~f niglits and le~gth ~f n~t he fished 
., .. 
duririg the preceeding month •. Th~se figures were the.n added together 
. . . ~ . . 
within each stratum t~ ~btain th~ t'ots.l net· nights. fish.ed on each, ·· 
.. . .·, 
. stratum •.. Net nights. expended· to :abtaih. the _sampled. catch ~ere deter.; . 
. · .... ··.. . .. •',. 
mined bf'th,e sampler by ob~erving' ;J;ie lengtJ1 .of net; sa.mpl~d. ap~' aski~g:, , 
. . . . .· . . .. 
• Effort as ra'.i~es were obtained in, much the .·same way .. _ At the end of 
',, eachtno.nth each fisherman fi.~hing in:a stratum:was contac~ed and asked 
how many t;i.meS he went: fishirtg,, i • e,, _.· remoyecl fish frOJll his. nets, 
,:during the prec:eeping in~nth; Raises w-~re; e1;1.$ily measured on the ·. samples 
. ·.. ..-.... 
· becau~e• ea,ch .:s~mple was ,a fisherman trfp <>.r raise. 
,:- . ·.·. .'• . ·.:. 
Esti~tio~ Pr~~edu;e·s 
'four. estimates were made'. of .the c.pmmercial harve.st on .each' lakei 
,·_.· On~ method of estiniat:ibn wai;'>'a questibrirtair~' cen~us. Two ratio esti~' 
< ·~tes were ma9e _:usin.g>n_e:t nights ffshed as a concomitant. variable. One 
.. · . .. •. .. ·.'.· : . 
ratio ~sti,tttat~ ~~if ,adjusted :for ·differences irt fhhermen catch'' 
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efficiency and the other was adjusted for variation in daily catch. A 
simple expansion estimate was also used which expan9-ed the mean catch 
per fisherman trip by the total number of fisherman trips. Notation 
and symbolism used to describe these estimators Lollow Cochran (1963). 
As shown in the formulas given, all total estimates were made by 
using the separate estimation procedure (Cochran, 1963: 167) so that 
stratum parameters were estimated and added together to obtain the 
total. This method was used because the ratio of catch to effort (Rh) 
varied significantly from stratum to stratum. Also the Xh were known 
thus making the method possible, Cochran (1963:98) states that unless 
the Rh are constant from stratum to stratum the use of a separate 
ratio estimate is likely to be more precise than a combined ratio esti-
mate. 
Questionnaire Census 
The questionnaire census was based on the monthly fishermen catch 
reports required by Oklahoma state laws, During the year the study was 
conducted the field personnel contacted the fishermen personally every 
month and gathered this information as effort information was collected. 
Estimate I 
The first ratio estimate of the total harvest in pounds is of the 





1:1 y = ~ xh Rst h=l nh 
!: xhi 
i=l 
where nh = the number of fishermen sampled in stratum h, 
L = the total number of strata in a given population, 
th 
yhi= the total catch of the i fisherman sampled in 
stratum h, 
xhi= the total net nights expended by the ith fisherman 
sampled in stratum h, and 
X = the total net nights expended by all fishermen in 
h stratum h. 
In order to know the yh. the i th fisherman would have had to have his 
i ' 
c.atch weighed and his effort determined each time he fished in the 
16 
stratum. This was not feasible. .th . The catch of the i fisherman there-
fore was estimated from a sample using a ratio estimator. The esti-
mate was usually made from one sample so that the variance about this 
random variable, and thus the variance about the estimate of it, could 
not be estimated. On a few occasions a fisherman was sampled twice in 
a strata. In these few instances both samples were combined and 





" j=l 1:2 yhi = ' xhi nhi 
~ xhij 
J=l 
= the number of samples taken of the ith fisher111an's 
catch in stratum h (one in most cases), 
h . h f" h db th .. th f" h' t t h = t e net nig, ts · is e y e i · is erman on s ra um , 
h h f h . th f. h h . th 1 . = t e catc :o' t e i · is erman on t e J samp e in 
stratum h ,' and 
the net nights f.ished by the ith fisherman on the J.th xhij = 
sample in stratum h. 
The estimate of the approximate variance of the ratio estimate of 
the total catch was estimated following Cochran (1963: 168) by 
1.3 
Where 
v(Y · ) = .. R!S 
2 







The yhi, xhi., and ~ are as explained in formula 1.1, Nh is the total 
number of fishermen, yh is the average harvest per fishermen, and xh 
is the average net nights fished per fisherman fish;i.ng in stratum h, 
These latter two values are estimated 'from samples. 
The use of this formula in the present situation differs from that 
given by Cochran (1963: 155) because it did not take into >account the 
fact that the yhi values were estimated and not known. It is apparent 
from the formula that the ·est;i.mated approximate variance was calculated 
as zero if all fishermen fishing in a stratum were ·sample·d at least 
once. It: is important to note that the variance ·about the estimated 
yhi was not included. If it had been possible to measure the yhi 
directly instead of estimating it, or if a :osampled fishermen's catch 
'.l8 
could have been sampled sufficiently so that the variance of the yhi 
could have been estimated this above procedure would have be ·sufficient. 
If the yhi could have been estimated from two or more samples the vari,.. , 
ance of these estimates could have been included. in the variance of the 
total estimate. Since this situation did not exist this formula estL-
mates only an unknown portion of the variance of est.iinate I. 
The approximate bias of the ratio estimate was estimated using the 
formula (Cochran, 1963:160-163): 
1.4 
L 
E (R - R)= ~· 
h=l 
2 
(R_ s h - s h). -11 X xy · 
. The Rh, s;h, and s;yh are estimated by Rh, s!h, and s;yh wh.ich are ex-
plained in formula 1.3. The values n11 , Nh, and Xh are as explained in 
formula 1.1. 
This estimate does not measure possible bias resulting from esti-
mation of the yhi (formula 1.2) because in most cases only one sample 
of a chosen fisherman's catch was taken. Therefore, this estimation 
method does not account for the total bias of the estimate as formula 
1.3 did not account for the total variance of YRse. Therefore, it was 
assumed that the yhi were known, not estimated with a possible bias, so 
that if all fishermen were sampled in a given strata the estimated bias 
is zero. 
This estimator was used because it was based on the catch per 
fisherman and fishermen werethe units that were randomly chosen to be 
sampled. The estimator therefore accpunted for variability in the 
fishermen's catch efficiencies and would have been a good estimate if 
it had been possible to adequately estimate or measure the chosen 
fishermen's complete catches. Instead only a very small portion of 
each sampled fisherman's catch was measured. 
Estimate II 
The second ratio estimator of the total harvest is exactl'y as 
described by Cochran (1963: 155) and is computed as 
where 
nh 
L I: yhj 





nh = the total number of raises sampled in stratum h, 
L = the total number of strata in a given population, 
yhj~ the total pounds caught on the jth raised sampled in 
stratum h, 
xhj= the total net nights fished to obtain the catch of the 
jth sampled raise in stratum h, and 
= the total net nights fished by all fishermen fishing 
in stratum h. 
:19 
This is a conventional ratio estimator using net nights as the con-
comitant variable. This resulting estimate was based on the assump-
tion that fishermen trips or raises were the sampled units instead of 
fishermen so that the estimate accounts for catch efficiency differ-
ences from sample to sample. The ratio of pounds harvested per net 
night expended on the samples was expanded by the total number of net 
nights fished to obtain the estimated total catch for a given stratum. 
The approximate variance of the estimator was estimated as 
whe:te 
v(Y ) = Rs 

















·"2 2 +_R.-_ ... s --fl xh 
- l); 
(nh - 1), 
" 2 R s ) 
h xyh 
- ·t11 .(xh ... x)(yh. - y) / (nh - 1), and 




The X-hj, ~j, and ~ are as explained in formula 2~.1. :t\ was the total 
number of raises fished by all fishermen: in stratum h .. The-~ and yh 
are the a:verage number of net nights fished and average pounds caught 
per raise in stratum has estimated from samples. 
Coc:hran (1963:163) states that this estimates the ·approximate 
va1;iance of YRst' Therefore, the variance ·of the estimated ratio, R, 
2 
is equal to the reciprocal of Xh times the variance of YRst' Raj (1968: 
88-91) states that the expected value of (R - R) 2 , i.e., the mean 
square error of R, which is the variance plus the bias, is equal to 
the -reciprocal of the concomittant variable squared times the variance 
of the estimated total. Therefore, the formula for the variance ·of 
the ratio estimator listed above .estimates the bias plus the variance 
according to Raj and the variance only according to Cochran. 
The ·approximate bias was estimated using formula L4 whete ~ •. 
2 2 . . . " . 2 2 · 
S h. ; and S . h are estimated by Rh, s h' .and sxy:h as defined in formula 
X XY. 1 . X . 
2,2 .as in Nh. The Xh and~ are explained in formula 2.1. 
Es_timate HI 
A simple expansion estimator (Cochran, 1963:21) based on the 
average catch per fisherman trip was also ~sed.· This estimator is of 
the form: 
3.1 y ·= se 
the 1\ and yh are defined _in formula 2.2.. The total catch for a given 
stratum was therefore estimated by estimating the average catch per 
fisherman ttip from samples and expanding the estimated mean by the 
total number of fishermen trips·made by all fishermen on:that stratum. 
Although the -estimator did not account for catch efficiency differences 
due to length of net or the period the net was fished, it w:as•valuable 
because of its simplicity and unbiased property. 





Nh sh nh 




• sh == ~ (yhj - y) I (nh - 1), 
j=l 
where· 
Nh and yh are as defined in formula 2.2, and~ and yhj are -as defined 
in formula 2 .1-. 
CHAPTER III 
RESULTS 
. Evaluation of Allocation of Samples 
One of the major reasons f.or not attempting Neyman allocation . 
. . 
(Neyman, .1934) pf .. samples to the various s·trata to obtain minimum vari-
ance· of the estimated catch:was that·the intrastratum variances were 
' . 
. . . 
not known. No reasonable idea of such values were available. However, 
after sampling,· it was possible to estimate these variances unbiasedly .; · 
by calculating 
·. 2 . s 
.·.· h 
It was then possible to compute ~e'yman allocation by the formula given 
,J 




I: Nh Sh 
h=l - . 
n 
~=the number of fishermen trips sampled in str~tumh, 
N h 
the total number of fishermen trips fished in stratum h, 
- t.he pounds Caught on t.he it~ :fisherman trip in stratum h, 
. ·.· and 
yh = the mean pounds caught per fisherman trip irt stratum h. 
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.. ·· .. · ..... ·.. 
. Iri ordet to app:ra~se ·the.-metho~ of allocation used, :r::Jeyrrian al10:.. 
•cation was calculated and·.· compat~tt'~lth actt1al allocition· for iau s,t:rata . 
. · ..... · .-· ' ;. , .. ·.. . . 
·. (Table 11). Although actual·and: Neyius.n ·allocation diffeied-. as may be. 
expected·, there was ·a· posu·ive '.cpr~etatiQn betw~e~ the ·two in au popu-
lations . The ·nonparametric spea~·Inen:R;ank Co:t~elation Coefficte~ts 
. · .•.. • (S{egel, 19.56:.202;;.213) are J.al<:e Texorila·,' ~53; Lak;e Granf,.\64; t,ake 
. · Eufaul;1, . :~s; La.1.<e Fort Gib~on, ;79; .· this correlation measure assumes 
··.· · · only ordinal data, not norIJUilitY, ,~nd va1ues range from ~ero t.~ unity; 
... Althqtigh these c'.ci~relation coef{icients •are: not1arge, they do indkate 
that the actual allocation was a usal;le p:t~cedure although it did hot 
· approach optimum; 
· Evaluation of Str~t'ification 
... '' ·. ·. ··.· .. :·' .. ' . 
Stratification: is expected to give ,a ~ore precise ·:estimate than a 
simple i:-aridom samp.1e ·~f th~,s~me··size •· (Cochran, 0 .1963:98)<·\··However ;.··· 
. ., . . - . . . ' .. · ···-., .. ,, . . . . . . . . 
. ' . this. occurs only: if. su~h ~f:ti.t.fficati~niresult:s in an inttastratutn ~ean . . •. . ,·, ,: . . '. . . . . 
. · .·· . . . .. 
square ,which is smaliei- tha:n the interstratum mean square,,·, Greater ·pre-
. cisioh results beca~se the :ariance'l:>etween strata is, i~ effect, 
: . . .·• . : . . .· 
: elimi~ated.. If .the ·reverse is true, t.e., if the within stratum vari.:. 
. anc~ is fa~ger hhan the bet;ween strat.uin variance, precision .is: lost. so 
· .. that .. )1 · siuiple ·random sample wouifr he b~tter. · 
· .. Estinration of Mean Squares 
ID: :.order to .estimate· i'ntrastrat.a mean ,sq1.dres. for the popul.'atforis, 
by :f;inding :a weighted average of the 'individu_al tn~~n .squ~res.within ,. 
each strata as ,given by Steel and._torfie (1960:73);'th~-assumption.of 
. .. .. .· ·. 
equality of in.trastrata variances :must be .made .... Although'.Bartl.ett's 
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.·:,· . . : ·. . . 
..... :. · .. · _· . : . . 
.. ··chi-square test: for h6moge·neit)7 of variances (Bar:tlett, 1937) indic,9.:ted 
. that •:.uniess '.8 .one :i~ twenty'' chance· ..• occ~rred :the'variances -w~re •unequal, 
', ~he -~ethod of pool.ing.rilean .squares .w~s )1§ed bec~use .:~t '.is :a ·weig,hted .. 
. . . , .. ·.· •. 
<·within• me~n squares for :ea¢h •Se:para.te. ,stratu~ (Table III) were corilputed 
.. · .. a~cordingto C~chran (l963:93}. 
The variances :betw~e:n strata for ~ach ·;reservoir.: (Tap le :nr) were 
.computed .accordlng to co~hran (1963.: 99~100); .· These figu~es. are estiriiat- .. 
' ·ed by calculating the .variances be1:weert 'monthly mean :catch per raise 
values w.ithirt the populations~ 
• .. ·· ... · : .. ·· . :::·· ..... ·. 
Reduction .. of V~rl.anc·e. by Stratifi~ation : . 
~{ewecl as. an _analysi~.: of 'variance', 'th~ •b}eikdown' df ·variance for ,' 
· a give~ ;opulati~ri is: 'the :total·. betw.ee~ .al 1 · rais,es; :bei:weeµ strata,.· 
' and within strata. It then foilow~ that the :resultiri~ :i;nterstratai and' 
· .. \:· . . .. ·· . · .... _·. '.·'. - .. : .· .. . ·. 
· ..• , intraStrata mean squares :C~Uld be tested, :for equality by ,u1:1e of· the F 
. •.. :.· .. 
dist~ibution as given by Steel and Torrie. (i960::82,-83). ····Th¢:r:ef0re,· • 
F.values were -~aloulat~d, (Table III) a~d t~sts for e~uality of vari.-
ances we~e made. 
·. . ·.. ',. 
•As· dete:rrtiined ,by these· F .tests th~ wit.hin and between stratWI1 lnean 
squa:res. are u;equa1· unless a cm~ :in. 200 chance •has. occu;rreq a~d an un-
~epre$~nta~iv~ sample h~s been ~hosen·. The interstratµm varian~e w~s . 
from 15 to 9;9 ti.mes th~' intrast.ratUill {rariance S.O ·that from .9{J)e~:cent 
'·to :94.1 percent of the. >total, variance ·wa1:1 :removed by -~t"ratification 
. -· . . . ,, .·· . ·. . . ,· -·:···. . . 
•· (T~ble, Ill); · Thus, pt:ecisJ011 l\Tas ,gained hy div:iding the :populationi;; 
' into :monthly strata. 
PoEulation 
Lake ·Texoma . 
La~e Eufaula 
Lake Grand 
Lake Fort Gibson· 
TABLE III 
INTRASTRATUM AND INTERSTRATUM MEAN SQUARES AND THE PERCENT· 
VARIATION REMOVED BY STRATiFICATION 
Int.erstratum Intrastratum F Ratio Between 




357253.0 20882.6 · 17 .• 11 
771024.6 45832.6 16.82 
62838.5 3920.5 16.03 
Interstratum Percent 








Evaluation of Measures of Effort 
Effort was measured as the number of feet of net fished per 24 
hours and the number of fishing trips made. The latter did not account 
for net footage fished and time fished. 
Although total effort figures were obtained in much the same way, 
that is by asking the fishermen how much they fished; the accuracy of 
the information obtained fol;' the two methods was not equal. Fishermen 
kept no records of the amount of effort expended during the month so 
that these effort figures were given £:tom memory, A fisherman may well 
remember how many times he went fishing in the preceeding month with 
reasonable accuracy, Accurately remembering the number of feet of net 
fished and the period each net was fished was impossible because 
lengths of net were continuously pulled and cleaned, repaired, or re,,. 
located. Whenever the field biologist was unable to locate and inter-
view all fishermen fishing in a given stratum, the field personnel 
\ 
estimated the effort expended by these fishermen. This situation oc-
curred frequently although the majority of total effort figures were 
given by fishermen. These estimates were facilitated by knowledge of 
the fishermen's gear and the amounts that individual fishermen .usually 
fished. The field personnel then considered the weather during the 
preceeding month to determine the period the nets were fished thus es-
timating the net nights expended by these fishermen. These_ estimates 
may have been less than accurate, The field biologist, however, could 
estimate quite-accurately the effort in raises by counting the days 
that weather conditions allowed the fishermen to fish. 
Although net nights as a measure of effort account for variability 
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. . . . ·.. . ·.. . 
. ·'. . . . :· . 
·.· clue ·tG. p~tiqd of fishing ,and amo.urit of gear ·fished it ·was not desirable· 
•· ·. o:ecause :accurate measuremen,t. of total tiet nights fished wa:s irto.it 1,fossi-
. . . . . 
ble. .Fishermeri trips or raises 'Were ,more ·a¢curately ,measured because·. 
' of the simplicity of the measurement artd. therefore ·pr~ved to be ,a more 
. valuable.· figure ·even thOili?;h period of . fishing ~rt<f amo\lrtt o:f gear 'Were 
. . .. , . 
· unacc9unt~d for ·a.s '.a Source ·Of Variatian between catche,S • 
E~aluatian of Estimators 
lt is n~cessary to consider ·both. t.he ·accuracy and pre'.cision of an 
.- . . 
,.est:i;$atOt ·. irt p:tde~ to ·apprais~ ·it. . l'hese tW:o char~t~risl;:ic:s can be 
>measured'. b; estimating the hias and variance ·of each estimai:or. ,The.·· 
total .harvests; biMes, .stand~rd .errors,·,:arid ·c·ae£fict~nh1 .J£:;vatii.tions: 
· wer·e •therefore c Onipated (Tabfos UT, .. V., · .. and VT). . I . 
·. .· .: _: 
' Question~dre:Census .. 
. A, .certsU:s ·. cff the C annrierc ial .catch was obtained by :tequ'iring :fisher'~ 
.-mert to· '.submit 111onthly catch reports. Coiil!nercial fisher-tnen _did ti.qt ac·,. 
cura~ely report nonsalab1e sP~cies .• • Game fish were turned .10ese -~fter 
th'7Y were pitked from the ,net :and ot;her fish that could noi J:;e :~o,],d· 
werii disposed of. , Fishermen• did not r.eccird or ;accurately ~emelll,ber that 
portio~ ,of th~ harvest. . . . ... · .. ·.. . .·· .• . . . . . 
· .. ·Many fis~erm~n did .. nat keep: .exact re:cordi; of ·.their c1atch.: Those:· 
. ~ti9 ~¢pt, accura~e tecorcis too~ i:peir c~tch reports frmn bills •qf §~1/ . 
·while· .many others·. kept accurate daily records ·of their cat9h. ,Most 
:tisi1ernien, however., :reported what. they 'rertiemberecl S6 tha~- :Shod: .rep.ort:._ 
·. ing·. ·int:erva,:X.s.. i~t:~aserl·:..¢c.tJt.:a.¢y roJ~·:;lit"cirtec,i• :£lg11res': ., ·.'.:t?~e·ldy.,r:e.p:~rh ;' 
· therefore-,., ... wo,tii;ff:nave,:,Y:ri{J.d~d ffiore accurate ·catch fi,gu~es'Jnan the ; : .· .. 
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·, .. ' .. · i··.· 
· monthly r~p~rtij: d.id·. ··. It was ,evident that if re potting dates :were:· .. 
.. : fu~ther :apart, say one·. year on four :mo~~hs ,: 't~e .nsherine~'s abHJ.ty ·to. 
,',': reniember J::he:i.r 'catches ~orre~tlf wo~ld :have 'been reduced\se that' ·the''_· 
accur_acy of the questionnaire census· would h~ve been reduced. • It -~as · .. · 
'',' :also fou~d that occasiona.1 sam~lin~ of the ·catch served a~ a '~h~~·k 




.'b ·• . . . ·. .· 
The-accuracy of estiro,ate I.was analyzed.by computing the esti:niated 
. . - . . . . . 
a.ppr~ximate :bias {formula 1.4) ~nd by comparing ·it "With other estiro,ates 
· . {and ·'the. q~estionnalre -c~ms?~; 
',: "•, Alth'ough bia.ses were e.stimi:i:ted; (Tables: w ~11cLV),•,,adctiti0rial biae · .. ' 
! ··' . . . . 
' ' 
. '' eXisted because the' yhi Is w~r~ •estimat~d ;;:::,And ... t,h·~'~:.,~,i.~s :~Quld -~ot,ih~ 
' est.~ated arid included :with the' first bias: because of ins'uffi~ient 
sa~p~es iis exptained previously· •. By ·excluding the·.· fatter ·utiestimdted 
bias' the t6tal bias of estiri!a,te I for' all populationS:w~s:. o.o3 peunds. •·· 
' ' ' 
Se,p~rate strata values rartg~d from -o-:oq67 to 0.0344 po1,mds .. This is 
' an extremely sinall value ,as cq~pared to the total cat.ch est:itnate ·<;>f 
. \ 
2,3~5,696 pounds. 
. .· . . . ·. . 
' The ·ratio estimate is unbiased .ff E (y/x) ::;: b X tW~~i'~Jb~.1:s:,:th~ 
.-.-
" - . ! . . . ' ,, . ·, . 
·sl~pe'of the regression oJ Yand x (C'ochran;, 1963:16l). : Jn th:l:s:,]~ppli'-
. . . 
cation the ·re~ressicm 0~ riet nights fished and .pounds caught is :a 
. . . ·. 
~tra.igllt _line through th~'-origiri. This giyes an unbiise·d ratie esti,-
m~fe 'ofR. · 
This estimate; ::th~ref(?re, is not ·b;il:!,sed as··:a re,su:j.t ef a biased 
esti~i:~ of :R; Fisherl\len ~ept no;records of totalnien:~hly,ef:fort as. 
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' . 
. net nights expended So,that the Xhwere inaccUr.\ltely gl1es~ed at by the .. 
fishermen which b:i.ased the estimate of the total cat<;:h. · This .·may be 
· c.orrob.orated by comparing estimate I with estimate Ht an<:l the quest--
fonnaire census.· The total harvest estilllated by estimate 1 :ts·twice the 
magnitude of. the other two 1?0 .that the fishermen probably tended to 
over, ,~tim.ite J;:he total monthly net nights they fished. This occurred 
. probably because fishermen clid not accot:mt for net sections that were 
, ,.,' . . - .. ·,. ' '' . 
being repaired oi cleaned .and not h~fred for intervals· or several days. · ·. 
1nstead, they reported the total length of gear they could have operated . 
if ail ~ear had been fished continuously. 
The precision of an estimate is measured by the variance. The ap-
proximate variance. of estimate. I was therefore estimated by formula· 
. .. 
1.3 (Table . IV). · .The combin~d st~ndard error of estimate r for the 
'. . ' . .-.. _ -,'· 
four populations ls 468,917 pounds'.an.cl the ·coeffic..ient ·of variation is 
20 prero~nt. . lt :ft important to note that this estimated variance does 
,,'.··::-.i'• 
.~\;; , ·, •!I 
not include the;yariarice of the estimated yhi as explained in the 
methods section. 
The mean square e.rror is the criterion for comparfn.g est.imate.s and 
is defirted as the variance plus the squared bias. (Cochran, 1963: 15-16}. 
Because the estimated bias values are ektremely small, ·the variance is 
essentiaUy equal to the mean square error in this situation. 
according to formula 4.1 where the coritpotj. .. -
' . 
ents are as described in for1I1ula 2. 2·, Uµlfke estimator l~ all bias in 
the' estimator was accounted.for iri this estim.a.te~ The results of the 
calculations were.extremely small. Bias values ranged from -0.001 to 
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TABLE IV 
TQTAL HARVEST, STANDARD ERROR, COEFFICIENT OF VAR.IATION,AND 
BIAS AS ESTIMATED BY ESTIMATOR I 
Point Estimated · Estj.mated 
Estima,te Bias Standard E~ror Coeffici~nt 
Lake· in Pounds in Pounds in.Pounds of Variation 
Texoma 1,687,41,8 -0.0137 375,602 22.3 
Eufaula 347,000 0.0452 80,426 23.2 
Grand 216,253 -0.0452 4,323 2.0 
Fort Gibson .. 95,025 0.0008 8,566 9.0 
Total 2,345,696 0.0303 468,917 20.0 
TABLE V 
TOTAL HAlWEST, STANDARD ERROR, COEFFICIENT OF VARIATION·; AND 
BIAS ,AS ESTIMATED BY.ESTIMATOR II 
Point Estimated Estimated· 
Estimate Bias Standard·Error Coefficient 
Lake in Pounds in·Pounds in Pounds of Variation 
'texoma 1,304,405 0.0030 202,614 15 .• 5 
Eufaula 336,379 0.0052 39,528 11.8 
Grand 207,217 -0.0005 17,874 8.6 
Fort Gibson. 86,689 0.0026 9,696 11.2 
Total 1,934,690 0.0103 269,712 13.9 
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0.002 pounds for individual strata. The total bias for all populations 
was 0.01 pounds as compared to the total estimate of 1,934,690 pounds. 
The estimate of R was therefore unbiased in this situation. 
This estimate, as estimate I, does not agree with the question1-
naire census or estimate II so that the estimated total may not be ac-
curate. As in estimate I, this was probably the result of inaccurate· 
total expended effort information, as net nights fished, taken from 
fishe.rmen interviews. Therefore; although R was estimated without bias, 
the inaccurate Xh resulted in an inaccurate total estimate, 
The variance of estimate II was estimated by formula 2.2. These 
estimated variances (Table IV), unlike the estimated variances of 
method I, account for the total variance of the estimator. The total 
standard error for the combined populations was estimated to be 
269,712 pounds so that the coefficient of variation of the estimated 
total by estimate II is 13.9 percent. Because the bias is negligible, 
the mean square error is therefore equal to the variance as for 
estimate I. 
Estimate III 
The questionnaire census and the simple expansion estimate of the 
total catch agree closely (Table VI). The questionnaire census is 
100,000 pounds lower, which may be a result of a parttal lack of 
reporting of nonsalable species. Estimate III is believed to be the 
most accurate because it agrees closely with the questionnaire census, 
it is unbiased by natu~e, and the total effort information incorporated 
in it, i.e., total fishermen trips, is believed to have been accurately 
measured. 
TABLE VI 
TOTAL HARVEST, STANDARD ERROR, AND COEFFICIENT OF VARIATION BY 
ESTIMATE III AND TOTAL HARVEST BY THE· 
QUESTIONNAIRE CENSUS 
Estimate III Estimate-III Estimate:III 
Point Standard Cbefficient · 
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Estimate in Error in of ·questionnaire . . . : . . 
Lake Pounds Pounds Variatioti' Census 
Texoma 834,915 203,907 24.4 602,355 
Eufaula . 141,258 5,845 4.1 173,484 
Grand 94,895 25,319 26.7 172,504 
Fort Gibson 55,468 5,338 9.6 64,003 
Total 1,126,536 240,409 21.3 1;012,355 
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The precision of estimator III was estimated by formula 3.2. This 
estimated variance (Table YI) is large as compared to the ,estimated 
total so that the resulting coefficient of variation is 21.3 percent 
for the combined populations. This estimate was then the least precise 
of the three statistical estimates. The ·resulting mean square error as 
estimated from the data is equal to the variance due to the unbiased 
nature of the estimator. 
Comparison of Estimators 
As described above, estimates I and II were biased not because of 
biased estimates of R (this bias ·was negligible), but because the Xh 
were ·inaccurately reported. These -estimates are therefore unacceptable 
unless the investigator can be sure of accurately obtaining total effort 
values. If total effort values are known, then estimates I and II are 
good methods bec.ause in this situation R is unbiased for all practical 
purposes and the estimators are prectse -as shown by their small_ coef-
ficients of variation which were lowest of all estimates used. 
The variance of estimate I was greater than the variance of esti~ 
mate II as shown by the standard errors (Tables IV and V). This-may 
have occurred because the variation of the fishermen's total catches, 
as estimated from one sample, was greater than the variation of the 
catch between fishermen trips. 
Estintate I, which accounted for differences in fishettnen.:catch 
efficiency, length of net fished, and period net was fished, was not 
satisfactory in this study. Because of inaccurately reported to.tal ··ef-
fort figures and insufficient sampling, which resulted in .an unesti-
mated monthly harvest of individual fishermen, this estimator is not 
applicable. This procedure could be·useful where sufficient sampling 
and correct measurement of total expended effort is possible. 
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Although estimate II has the ·smallest mean square error it was 
biased because of inaccurate measurement of the total effort as in 
estimate I. Estimates of bias do not account for this source of error, 
this value is assumed. known, so that this inaccuracy was, not incorpo-
rated in the mean square error term. This estimator is useful when 
t_he Xh · can be measured accurately because it does account for differ-
ences between fishermen trips, .feet of net fished, and length of time 
-nets were fished. 
While -estimators I and II were invalid in this :study, it is felt 
that e.stimator II is a potentially useful tool in estimating the· total 
harvest. Its effectiveness, and hence usefulness, depends upon accu~ 
rate records of total net nights fished. Records of each trip, such as 
length of net and time fished to the nearest hour for eacn net, would 
validate estimator II if gained from each connnercial fisherman, There 
is very little hope for validating estimator I, since ·it is not prac-
tical to observe each·trip made by each fisherman in the sample for 
an entire month. 
The simple expansion estimate (estimate III) was the best esti-
mate of the total annual harvest not because of the precision of the 
estimate, but because the-expansion term (fishermen trips) was accur-
ately measured. The estimate was the least precise of the ·estimates 
used. This resulted in _a large coefficient of variation. However, 
because of the unbiasness of the-estimator and the possibil{ty of .ac-
curately obtaining total effort information, this estimator-is best 
in situations as existed during the study. 
Estitnate ll:1 arid the questionnaire census compare closely (Table 
VI). The estimated total catch by estimate.Ill of salable species 
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(l,Ol8;14T pounds) was 61,437 pounds more than the total by the ,ques-
tionrtaire census of salable species (956 ,.672 pounds). This discrepancy 
is not meaningful when compared to the standard error of estimate. III. 
It is probably, in part, the result o:E small errors in the repor'ting of 
salable species by the fishermen. If the ·Unsalable species are included 
in the estimate, the difference, in total harvest between the two meth-
ods is 114,001 pounds which is alm~st double the·above figure indicating 
that the questionnaire census method is less accurate if nonsalable 
species are included. 
The conn:nercial fisheries catch in Oklahoma, as determined from 
fishermen reports; has increased since 1958 although the number of 
fishermen has remained relatively constant. It is probable that in-
creasing personal contact by the· Oklahoma Department of Wildlife Conser-
vati.on personnel has resulted in greater accuracy ·in these reports. 
The accuracy of the questionnaire census may have·been improved 
during the study by continual personal contact with the fishermen. 
Sampling the catch. served .as a check against gross errors.. The accuracy 
wa·s also improved by short reporting intervals because the major~ty of 
fishermen did not keep records of daily catches and catch reports were 
made from memory. 
These findings indicate that the questionnaire census method, as 
used by Jones (1961), Elkin (1959); Houser (1957), Renaker and Carter 
(1957), Carter (1961), Lambou (1965), Bryan and White (1959) and other 
workers for estimating inland connnercial harvest, :nit:ty. be·inaccurate. 
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This method is most accurate if reporting intervals are short, intense 
pers~nal contact and occasional sampling of the catch is made, and the 
estimate. includes only salaqJe, species. 
CHAPTER IV 
DESC~iPT[ON OF THE FISHERY 
Oklahoma's commercial fishery consisted of approximately 80 fisher-
men who fished singly or in pairs from small boats using gill and tram-
mel nets. The nets were -set and fished continuously throughout the 
season and were remove& only when necessary for repairs or cleaning, or 
when shifted to other areas. 
Oklahoma Commercial Fishing Laws 
By'statue, nets must be three inch bar mesh or larger, itiust be 
. /," ' 
located four feet below the water's surface, and must be ·at least 100 
yards from the bank. Nets must be removed each Friday and kept out 
until Monday from June 1, to September 7, so that no nets can be in the 
water through the weekend. This results in a four day fishing week in 
the summer. In addition, the spring season on some lakes has been 
closed to commercial fisp.ing by the ·Oklahoma Legislature. In 1965, all 
lakes except Texoma were closed to commercial fishing from March 21 
through May 21. In the spring of 1968, Grand Lake was closed during 
April. 
Species Composition 
Buffalo spp., flathead catfish, carp, freshwater drum, river 
carpsucker, and gar spp. are the major commercial species landed in 
.'J7 
Okt.ahottilr.: .The ;speb:Les'(c0tnpos1;tioh' (table Vl'.t) was obtaii{ed b,y ·;estitiiiat-
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the, ~a~tefn :reservoirs (Euf~u1a·, Gr~nd,· arid Fo,rt, Gibson) g~pe~ded · ·u~o~ 
,· ·.· .··•. flathead .~atfi.Sh .~~ch more i,th_an _ £{~1:iernien > on La:ke Te;kb~. ; 'The ::tak;' ',·' 
-· TeXdma. Catch was 65.,3 pereenr' bllffalo ._and :carp, c~r_psuc~i;, and, gar 
' ' 
coflipt'iSe.d :30 .. 6. percent ofithe cat:qh, . . 9atcl: :coi:npositi~n.S .. ()ri ··Lake'i G;and·,···· 
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•. . '•. -; ·. 
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Abaut: half of the fishermen fished on Lake Texoma (Table VIll). :Lakes 
Gr11ttd, Eufaula, and Fort Gibson accounted f:or·33 perc~fit. 
Fishing Effort 
Fishermen fished nine million net nights on Lake Texoma which was 
the greatest amount of effort expended on any one·lake (Table-IX). 
take Eufaula fishermen expended five million net nights foHowed by 
thbSe brt Lake Grand who fished two million net nights and Lake Fort 
Gibson fishermen with one million net nights. On a seasonal basis, 
ifiOSt of the· etfort was expended in the fall and spring quarters. 
goth gill and trammel nets were used in these fisheries but the 
praportion differed markedly from lake· to lake (Table IX). Trammel 
.nets were l:llOSt frequently used on Lake Eufaula, which was also the lake 
with the most intensive flathead catfish fishery:although increas,~d;~. (.~-
harvest ~f flathead catfish is not necessarily a result of the use of 
trartimel nets. Most of the :l:ishing w:as done with nets from ·three· to 
three ancl on:e half inch:bar mesh. On, Lakes Grand and Fort Gibson, fish-
eritlert used larger mesh in the spring to catch paddlefish which was .im-
portant on those lakes. Ori Lake Eufauli1, four _inch mesh was the usual 
Size but five.· inch mesh was not uncommon. 
Catch Rates 
Fishermen harvested .193 pounds per fishing .trip or 4.42 pounds 
per net night (Table X). The averages over ·all lakes:were'obtainedby 




NUMBER OF ACTIVE COMMERCIAL FISHERMEN BY LAKE AND MONTH 
Lake 
Lake Lake Fort· Lake 
Month Year Texoma Grand Gibsqn Eufaula··. 
July 1967 17 4 3 6 
August ll 16 4 3 9 
September " 19 5 3 11 
October II 17 5 3 11 
November II 21 5 3 10 
December ii 22 5 4 10 
January 1968 22 4 3 10 
February " 27 1 4 4 10 
March II 30 4 4 10 
April II 29 3 10 
May II . 28 3 4 13 
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· Ga~cli,r~t:~s· ·varied drastically from m~n1:h ~q,,month: (Table.XI) • 
. ·catch( ra,teS -were ,highest. in ·.the <spring,; mod~tat~ in the fall; ~nd'. ~OW' 
··. ·. in the· summ~~ .and winter-•. Catch rates on Lake· Eufaula were very low: 
throt1ghout the :year but they clid follow the .same seaso~al trend as tlle ·. 
Catc;.h ·per 24 hours.· PC::i .100 feet· of net ranged'. fro~ L 7 
pounds du;ing A~gu;t.on Lake,Eufaula to 8.tpounds du1;ingJu,ne on LaJ,ce, · 
Texoma~ Harve~tper.raiseranged:from·2s.9pounds perrai~e·o~La~e· 
Eufaul,a, during July to 643. 3. pounds per .raise :on La~e' Gri:lnd dut:ilig 
··. Mar:ch. 
. ·,· 
AveragE;: Siz·e of· Fish. Caught·. ·· 
. . . 
The. average. l~ri.gths .i>;l. tenths of {nclle~ and weights ·in te:nths . of 
·. '.' :p:Ou~d~ ··o_f· the\variou~ species wer~ .CO~put:eci .separately fa:£: e$,ch lake, ···. 
' . ·' . : . . ·.. .. . ' . . . . . . : ·- · .. ·. . . ~ :., . . . . . . . 
fa~ e~ch· quarte~ to compare se~sonal trerids in' sizes capt~ired ~ No 
. ·. . . . ~ 
seasonal< trends were C:f.o~nd ~- .. · 
Me~m leilg~h of bu:ffalo CB.];>tui"ed rangecl· from 18 to 22':i~chei;; an~: . ·. 
,i.3 to ].4 p~iinds/ The lar;ger•·f±sh (20 to 22 inches j_n average,length) ., 
wer,e from Lake Te~oma. ' Buffalo. mea1c1 l~ngths. were .19 .'f~ch~s on otq.e~ .. 
. ·. •' ' .· ... '1•· 
lakes;. The·• larg~r. siz.e .·flath~~d catfish. (;4,'.to;i6 i~~h~s)_
0
were c~ptur'."" 
ed in Lakes Texoma and. EufauJ,.a. 'Flathead .catf:f,sh ·from L~k~~ ,GrS:nd aii4 . .. 
.. . . . . . . .. .. . . ,;- ., .·.. ·.·. 
· Fort Gibson:had· meanlengths of fro~ 22 to .. 23 inches. : Ave;~ge ~ei~h:l=s 
. .. . . 
ranged from s~x tQ 17 pound~.'. Blue c~tfish in· ;ake Tex'o111a: r~riged'' fiom 
· ... 25 to 29 inches in average. length. , 'fhe:ayerage ·wefght:s, r;:i:nged t;om 6~8 
. to -14. 9 .·pounds. G~r ranged from 28 to ~42 ·· inches and; £ rqm .. thr,ee ito· -15 
pourids in ·average size. Paddlef {sh rariged betw~ert 46 ;to S§ inches in 
. . ._·. ·. ' .. · ... · .. · .. · ;,; ...... - . - .. ,• .. 
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average size was 56 inches and 26 pounds. White bass were SII).allest 
(13.2 inches and 0.8 pounds average) in Lake Texoma. The sizes on 
Lakes Grand and Fort Gibson (15.0 and 15.6 inches and; 2.2 and 2,1 
pounds) were very similar. Average size of channel catfish was slight-
ly greater on Lake Eufaula than in the other lakes (mean length 23.8 
inches; mean weight 6.6 pounds). 
Yield Per Acre 
Total annu~l commercial harvest was expressed in ter~s of pounds 
per acre (Table XII). Lake Texoma, which had 59 percent of the fisher-
men surveyed, had .an annual yield of 8.96 pounds per acre as estimated 
by the simple expansion estimate (estimate III). Lake Texoma is also 
possibly more productive because of a larger growing season due to its 
more southerly location. On the average, Oklahoma waters maybe said 
to yield 5 .4 pounds per acre of commercial fish, but consideration 
must be given to the location of the lake in question if the figures 
are to be used specifically. The eastern Oklahoma lakes yielded ap-
proximately three pounds per acre while Texoma yielded approximately 
nine pounds per acre during the period of this study. 
Jenkins (1967) reported that the standing crops of fishes, other 
than clupeiH~, on Lakes Grand, Fort Gibson, and Texoma were 236, 124, 
and 145 pounds per acre respectively. The commercial harvest on those 
lakes, as found by the simple expansion estimate, was 2, 3, and 9 
pounds per acre respectively so that at most only approximately six 


























The total commercial harvest and corr'espondin:g standard error on 
the Oklahoma lakes studied (Texoma, Grand, ]fort Gibson, and Eufaula) 
from July 1967 to July 1968 was estimated to be 1,126,536±240,409 
pounds by estimate III, the simple expansion estimate, This figure 
agreed closely with the questionnaire census value of .1,012,355 pounds 
· and with the ratio estimate II (which emphasized differences between 
samples rather than fishermen) of 1,934,69o+269,712 pounds, Of the 
total Oklahoma harvest 83. 7. percent was taken from the lakes sampled as 
determined from a ,-1966 questionnaire census. After expanding on this 
basis, the total Oklahoma harvest for the project year was 1,345,921 
pounds by the simple expansion estimate. 
The monthly distribution of the total catch was estimated by esti-
tnate III for all lakes combined (Table XIII). The· peak harvest period 
occurred during the spring (March through May) although Febttiary and 
June were also important months, There was .a lesser .. peak f:rom 
September through November. Harvest in mid-summer and mid,,.;wtn,ter was 
very low. The spring fishing season (February, March, April, May, and 
June) accounted for 67 percent of the catch and the fall season 
(September, October, and November) accounted for 22 percent of the 
catch. 
Discussion 
The freshwater commercial fishery in most other states in mid-
America differs· from that in Oklahoma in two ways. The · first is the 
wider range of gear use&.and the second is the extensive use of river 
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TABLE XIII 
MONTHLY DISTRIBUTION OF COMMERCIAL HARVEST· 










































fisheries in other·states. Rivers which are intensively Hshed com-
mercially include the Mississippi, Arkansas, Missouri, Atchafalaya, 
Ohio, and Tennessee Rivers (Lyles, 1968). 
Renaker and Ca.rter (1967) reported that in Kentucky such diverse 
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gear as hoop, wing, trammel, and gill nets, drag and bait lines, seines, 
cast nets, shad dippers, and even rod and reel are used. Basket traps 
are utilized in the Illinois portion of the Mississippi River (Starrett 
and Barnickol, 1955) and haul seines in the Iowa section (Carlander, 
1954). Louisiana allows seines and hoop nets of one inch bar mesh to 
be used in the commercial fishery (Lambou, 1965), Both North Dakota 
(Hill, 1968) and South Dakota (Sullivan and Warnick, 1968) have hoop 
net fisheries. These differences in gear must be kept in mind when com-
paring Oklahoma's commercial fisheries with those of other states, 
Even where a gill and trammel net fish~ry · is operating, coinpari.-
sons are difficult because of the differences in mesh siZe, Byrd 
(1956) reported that tidal streams in Alabama were fished with tr2mmel 
nets with 1~1/2 and 1-5/8 inch bar mesh. North Dakota (Hill, 1968) 
laws are even more restrictive than Oklahoma laws as the minimum bar 
mesh size is three and one fourth inches. Of the ·Studies reviewed 
from the literature only Lambou (1965), on the Atchaf~laya Basin Flood-
way in Louisiana, reported gear types and mesh sizes similar to those 
used in Oklahoma. 
Oklahoma ranks low in total harvest as compared to other states 
in the Mississippi River drainage fisheries. Lyles (1968) reported the 
1966 Wisconsin catch as 12 million pounds, the Illinois and Arkansas 
catch as 5 million pounds each, and the Louisiana and Tennessee harvest 




million pounds compared closely with the 1966 Texas harvest of 1.3 mil;·.: .. 
lion pounds (Lyles,, 1968). In 1966, Oklahoma ranked thirteenth in com-
mercial landings of the 25 states in the Mississippi River Drainage . 
• 
In Oklahoma 5.4 pounds per•acre were harvested; this was slightly 
below the average weighted mean· from 46 teservoirs of 7.0pounds per 
~ . 
acre given by Jenkins (1967). It was far below the 21.7 pounds per 
surface acre reported by Bryan and White (1959) for T. V. A. lakes in 
Alabama. Lambou (1965) reported 12.2 pounds per f'.!Urface acre on the 
Atchafalaya Basin of Louisiana while 19.2 pounds per·surface acre was 
reported as harvested on the Mobile Delta (Spene.er, Swingle~ and Scott, . . . 
1966). The Oklahoma figure was,. larger than the· 1.4 pounds per acre 
reported for Oahe Reserv.oir in South Dakota (Sulliva'Q., and Warnick, 
1968). 
Average catch rates were ... ''4.4 poun'ds per 24 hours per 100 feet qf 
net and 193 pounds per fishermen trip on the· l_akes studied in Oklahoma .. 
These catch rates are larger than the ·61 pounds per fishermen trip re-
ported for Oklahoma in 1957 by Elki~ (1959) and the 56 'pounds per 
fishermen trip reported. for Oahe Reservoir in So~th Da'kota (Sullivan 
and Warnick, 1968). During; the .project year, buffa;I.o, flathead cat~·. ··:: 
fish, and carp accounted for: the ·bu:ik of _the· conm1erciai'_ catch. in 
Oklahoma. Lyles (1968) report~d si~ilar catch compositions· in other 
Mississippi River drainage fishe:ries. The Kentucky harves·t· is ·made up 
of catfish,· gizzard shad, buffalo, and carp: ·in order of importance · 
(Renaker and Carter., 19~ 7). · Buffalo, carp, and catfish also comprise 
the bulk of the mainstream ,'fishery on .the Mississippi River (Barnickol 
and Starrett, 1951)_. In South Dakota,· Sul~ivan and Warnick (1968) 
found t;:hat buffal?, carp, and .goldeye comprise the bulk of the catch. 
In Louisiana the major conunercial species are catfish, buffalo, and 
drum (Lambou, 1965). Most of the states in the Mississippi drainage 
allow the conunercial harvest of catfish other than flathead catfish 
while Oklahoma allows only flathead catfish to be harvested 
conunercially. 
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Tarzwell and Bryan (1944) reported that an extensive snagline 
paddlefish fishery existed on the lower Tennessee River with 740,000 
pounds harvested between November 1942 and September 1943. Bryan and 
White (1959) found that paddlefish comprise approximately five percent 
of the catch in T. V. A. lakes. Ten percent of the catch on some. lakes 
in North Dakota is paddle fish (Hill, 1968). In Oklahoma, paddlefish 
comprise 1.t+ percent of the total catch, but are seasonally important 
on Grand Lake composing as much as 42 percent of the monthly catch in 
the spring and 12 percent of the annual catch. 
Only four percent of the total annual harvest on the,study lakes, 
as estimated by estimate III, was gamefish. Of this 3.6 percent was 
channel catfish, 0.1 percent was blue catfish, and 0.3 percent was 
crappie. White and Jaco (1961) reported that 0.5 percent of the com-
mercial catch on Guntersville Lake was game.fish and White (1956) found 
that 1.2 percent of the conunercial catch on T. V. A. lakes was game.fish. 
If channel catfish were a conunercial species in Oklahomaas in other 
states such as Alabama, Kentucky, and Louisiana, only 0.3 percent of 
the catch would have been game.fish. 
The average weights of conunercial species in Oklahoma were larger 
than those reported elsewhere •. During .the project year the average 
weight of buffalo harvested from Oklahoma reservoirs ·studied was 5.3 
pounds. The average weights of these fish harvested from T. V. A. 
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lakes was 3.9 pounds (White, 1956) and from the Mississippi River was 
1,7 pounds (Barnickol and Starrett, 1951). Byrd .(19.56) reported the 
·average weight of buffalo harvested from the·tidal streams of Alabama 
was 8.9 pounds. The average weight of carp taken from the reservoirs 
studied was five pounds which is larger·than the·2.6 pound fish caught 
in the Mississippi River fishery (Barnickol and Starrett, 1951) and the 
4.5 pound fish landed from T. V. A, lakes in Alabama (white, 1956). 
Barnickol and Starrett (1951) reported that the average weight of flat-
head in the Mississippi River fishery was 3.1 pounds and White (1956) 
reported that the average weight of catfish of all species taken from 
the 'L V. A. lakes to be 3. 8 pounds as compared to the 7, 5 pound 
average weight of flathead catfish caught in Oklahoma during this study. 
Paddlefish also followed this trend. The average weight of paddlefish 
ha.tvested on the study. lakes was 26 .4 pounds· as compared to the T. V. A. 
lakes where the average weight harvested was 10.0 pounds (White, 1956), 
There were 80 fishermen during the project year in the·total 
Oklahoma fishery, many who were part-time fishermen. ·Bryan and White 
(1959) reported that on T, V. A. lakes in Alabama.there were 372 licen-
sed commercial fishermen. Seventy percent of the licensed individuals 
depended on commercial fishing for 50 to 100 percent of their income 
and 169 of the 70 percent depended entirely on the commercial fishing 
industry. Lambou (1965) reported that in the Atchafalaya Basin fishery 
in Louisiana 602 persons were involved in the fishing operation; 419 
of these were licensed commercial fishermen. Of these, 220 depended on 
commercial fishing as a main source of income. He found that 2,128 
persons depended on that fishery as·a source of income to a greater or 
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commercial fishermen in Kentucky in 1965, and Carlander (1954) reported 
5,807 fishermen working.the upper,Mississippi River.in 1949. The num-
ber of Oklahoma connnercial fishermen was quite small when compared to 
the number of fishermen in other states in the Mississippi River 
Drainage. 
In Oklahoma approximately·13,700 pounds were landed per commercial 
license during the project.year. On'.(. V. A. lakes in Alabama 10,515 
pounds were·landed per connnercial license (Bryan and White,.1959). The 
Atchafalaya Basin Floodway fishery in·Louisiana produced 10,378 pounds 
of fish per connnercial license (Lambou, 1965). In Kentucky during 
1965, 588 pounds were landed per commercial fishing license (Renaker 
and Carter, 196 7). Therefore, in Oklahoma, even though the number of 
fishermen and the total landings are, s_mall, more fish were harvested per 
individual fisherman than in the other states.studied. 
CHAPTER V 
SUM.MARY 
In order to.appraise the present procedures used to estimate har-
vest and to describe the Oklahoma inland coI!llllercial fishery, the com-
mercial harvest on four Oklahoma reservoirs was sampled and estimates 
of the total catch and other parameters were made. The major findings 
are as follows: 
L Buffalo spp., f lat:head catfish, and carp comprise 82 percent 
of the ·Oklahoma COI!llllercia1 landings. 
2. Current Oklahoma laws restrict gear to gill and trammel nets 
of three inch mesh or larger and fishing to reservoirs. 
3. The fishery is. small with 80 full and part-time fishermen 
landing approximately one million pounds annually. 
4 .. Oklahoma fishermen catch, on the average, 193 pounds per trip 
or 4.42 pounds per 24 hours per 100 feet of net fished. 
5. CoI!llllercial fishermen harvested 5.4 pounds per acre or 6 per-
cent of tqe estimated standing crop excluding clupeids in the reser-
voirs studied. 
6. The average sizes of individual fish caught are larger than in 
many other states in the Mississippi River drainage. 
7. Game.fish comprise a very small portion of the·Oklahoma commer-
cial catch. This figure is four percent if channel catfish are in-
cluded and 0.4 percent if not included. 
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8. Stratification of populations of annual harvest into monthly 
strata removed 98.9 to 94.1 percent of the total variance between 
raises thus increased the precision of the estimates of the. total catch 
tremendously. 
9. The allocation of samples proportional to·. fishermen numbers 
was a useable procedure although it did not approach Neyman allocation. 
10. The questionnaire census method of harvest estimation is ac ... 
curate only if reporting.intervals are·short, intense personal contact 
is made with the fishermen includingoccasional sampling of the catch, 
. a,nd the census includes only sala.ble species. 
11. An unbiased .estimate obtained by simple expansion of the mean 
catch per fishermen trip. (est;:ima.tor III) was the least p~~cise·estimate 
' ' 
evaluated. It was a good .es.tiniate because the effort expansion factor 
was measured with accuracy. Estimator III, thex~fore,·accurately esti-
mated the total harvest. 
12. The ratio of pounds caught to net nights fished can be est.i-
mated from samples with negligible bias with sampling procedures as 
used in th~s study. 
13. The ratio estimators analyzed (estimators I and II) were un-
usable because the measure of total effort (net nights fished) were 
reported:·. inaccurately. 
14. The coefficient of variation of the ratio estimate which was 
adjusted' for differences in catch effic-iency 'betweeri:·;rais.es (estimate 
TI) was smaller than the coefficient of variation of the ratio est.imate 
which was adjusted for catch· efficiency between. fishermen (estimate I). 
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